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  Introduction
Linguistics has traditionally focused on developing a description of all the
possible sentences in a particular language grammar and on nding con
straints that the grammars of all natural languages satisfy universal gram
mar However a true theory of language should strive for more It should
explain why language has originated in the rst place how language can be
learned why language keeps evolving and why there are so many diverse
languages The 	articial life	 approach has already shed some light on these
issues Several researchers have carried out experiments to investigate the
origin of communication 
 the origin of vocabulary 
 and the growth in
complexity of syntax 
 These researchers assume that genetic evolution
is the main driving force towards new structure coherence and more com
plexity But humans learn the languages present in their environment during
their life time There is no evidence that a particular natural language is
innate although the thesis has been advanced that there is an innate lan
guage acquisition device 
 Moreover languages are continuously evolving
and expanding and speakers must consequently adapt
This paper applies another mechanism than genetic evolution for struc
ture formation to the problem of language formation namely selforganisation
Selforganisation occurs in complex dynamical systems which are coupled in

a particular way Standard examples are the formation of a termite nest 

or a path in an ant society
This paper focuses on the formation of vocabularies ie a set of couplings
between words and meanings A common vocabulary will be viewed as a self
organising phenomenon similar to a path in an ant society Each agent is
assumed to create his own vocabulary in a random fashion But agents are
coupled because they must share vocabularies in order to obtain the benet of
cooperating through communication Agents therefore keep changing their
own private vocabulary until it is conform to the common vocabulary It
will be shown that under certain conditions a coherent but still evolving
vocabulary emerges
The rest of the paper is in three parts The rst section introduces the
kernel mechanism responsible for selforganisation The second section intro
duces a spatiotemporal dynamics which ensures that the kernel mechanism
copes with combinatorial explosions The nal section reports the results of
some simulation experiments
 The selforganising kernel
Wewant to study how language and more specically vocabulary may evolve
in a group A of agents of size  A An agent a   A has an associated set of
meaningsM
a
 For example an agent a
 
may want to communicate to another
agent a

the presence of a particular vital resources r This communication
is in the interest of a

because it helps a

to replenish its vital resouces at
reduced cost It is also in the interest of a
 
when a

performs a similar
communication in the future repricocity Therefore both agents benet
from communicating but only if they use the same language
Each agent has a set of words W
a
 The agent can randomly associate a
word w   W
a
to a particular meaning m   M
a
 When the agent expresses
the meaning m he uses w When the agent later hears the same word he
assumes that it has the same meaning An association between w and m
in a is denoted as a  w  m Each agent can use a word only once The
communicative success of a coupling between w and m denoted as c
wm
 is
strongly related to the percentage of agents in the total group that use the
same word for the same meaning In the experiments in this paper we assume
that c
wm
is equal to this percentage ie c
wm
   KKN with K the

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Figure  The results of a typical experiment with  agents  possible words
and  meaning It plots the communicative success of each word yaxis over
time xaxis We see a search period in which dierent words compete until
one gains complete dominance
number of agents using c
wm

Changes in the coupling between w and m should depend on commu
nicative success When all agents use the same coupling ie c
wm
 
there should be no more changes The simplest possible kernel mechanism
for forming a language is therefore one in which agents randomly couple
words to meanings engage in communication and then evaluate after a cer
tain period of time how successful various communicative acts have been
Depending on this success the coupling between the word and its meaning
is maintained or a new coupling is randomly created The decision is based
on a sigmoid function so that the probability of change decreases quickly
as more than a majority adopts the same coupling Figure  shows results
for  agents  words and  meaning We see that a coherent association
between a word and a meaning arises
Figure  shows results when several meanings are involved There are 
agents  possible words and  possible meanings Contrary to what might
be expected there is no combinatorial explosion but an implosion Once
a word has a consistent meaning it is no longer available and so the set of
possible choices for the others are shrinking Consequently we see a rapid

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Figure  The graph plots the highest communicative success of all words over
time for an experiment with  agents  dierent meanings and  possible
words The combinatorial implosion happens after  time steps
evolution towards coherence as soon as a sucient part of the vocabulary
has been established This phenomenon is similar to the combinatorial im
plosions pointed out by Kauman in the clustering and interconnection of
autocatalytic networks 
 
The model also supports language learning A new agent which is in
troduced in the group will create and try couplings Only those that are
conform to the rest of the community give any communicative success and
are retained see gure  The agent is forced to adopt the existing common
vocabulary which is by now well entrenched
The proposed mechanism clearly works for smallscale groups and limited
vocabularies But any mechanism will only be valid if it supports a signi
cant scale up along three dimensions the number of agents the number of
meanings and the number of words It is easy to see that a signicant scale
up is however not possible because increases along each of the dimensions
will decrease the probability that a sucient number of agents will adopt a
common word

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Figure  The graph plots how a new agent quickly adopts the common
vocabulary maintained by a group of  agents with  meanings and 
dierent words The yaxis shows the communicative success of each word
Communicative success moves down to  as long as the new agent has not
adopted the word
 Spatiotemporal dynamics
First of all in normal circumstances agents have conversations involving a
limited set of words The conversations are embedded in specic contexts in
which only a limited set of meanings arise It will consequently take more
time before a coherent global language develops But the search problem is
also reduced because only a limited set of words and meanings are considered
in a particular conversation Second it cannot be assumed that all agents
already know all meanings and all words Instead a meaning recognised by
one agent might be adopted by another agent and a word already possessed
by one agent might be imitated and thus incorporated in the vocabulary
of the other agent Let me now discuss some investigations based on these
conditions
A conversation is dened as an event that involves a set of agents a set
of meanings and a set of words To create a conversation a set of agents
is selected randomly from the complete set of agents a set of meanings
is selected from the set of meanings of each of the agents and the set of
words is set equal to those the agents already associate words with these
meanings To determine the communicative success of an association k for a
given conversation the same formula as before namely c
k
 K  KN 

is used N is now the number of agents involved in the conversation and K
the number of agents that use the association k in the conversation
For a particular agent and a particular meaning there are now three
possibilities and consequent actions
  
 The agent had a word for this meaning This association k will
be changed based on the probability p
k
which depends on c
k
using the
same sigmoid function as before
  
 The agent did not have a word for this meaning In that case
the agent selects a word from the words taking part in the conversation
and associates it with the meaning If there are not enough words left
the agent may create a new word and then create a new association
  
 The agent did not know about this meaning yet In this case
the meaning is adopted and a word is chosen for it using the same
principle as in 

Steps 
 and 
 ensure that meanings and words propagate in the population
For the time being new meanings are created externally and sprinkled at
random over the population in a kind of innoculation process
Here are some snapshots of conversations taken from a simulation The
rst example shows a conversation with  agents Two meanings are raised
m and m All agents are already familiar with all meanings But only one
agent has a word agent uses A D A C C for m The communicative
success of this association is therefore  The agents change associations
and end up to all select A D A C C for m Also a new word is created for
m
Conversation 
Agents agent agent agent	

Language used
m
No word for  in agent	

No word for  in agent
A D A C C agent 



m
No word for  in agent	


No word for  in agent
No word for  in agent
Language generated
m
No word for  in agent	

No word for  in agent
D C A B A agent
m
A D A C C agent	
 agent agent
The second example shows a situation much later involving  agents and 
meanings Three agents use B D D D B and receive  as communicative
success Two use D C A B A and therefore get  Otherwise success is
either equal to  or no word is available yet After the change only one
improvement can be seen because the third agent has adopted D C A B A
for m Note that agent already has words for every meaning but uses
them in each case dierently from the rest
Conversation 
Agents agent	 agent
 agent agent

Language used
m
No word for  in agent
No word for  in agent

No word for  in agent	
D C A B A agent
 



m	
B D D D B agent
 
 agent 
 agent	 

A D A C C agent
 



m
No word for  in agent

D C A B A agent 
 agent	 

B D D D B agent
 



Language generated
m
No word for  in agent

No word for  in agent
No word for  in agent	

B D D D B agent

m	
B D D D B agent
 agent agent	
D C A B A agent

m
D C A B A agent
 agent agent	
A D A C C agent

The third example shows a situation later still involving  agents and three
meanings m m and m m and m are already coherently associated to
the words A D A C C and C C A and therefore have a communicative
success of  m has now also a coherent association except in one agent
agent which does not have a word yet The word D C which is oating
around	 in the conversation is picked up by agent and associated with m
Agents agent agent
 agent	 agent
Language used
m
A D A C C agent 	

 agent	 	

 agent
 	


agent 	


m

C C A agent 	

 agent	 	

 agent
 	


agent 	


m
No word for  in agent
D C agent 	

 agent	 	

 agent
 	


Language generated
m
A D A C C agent agent	 agent
 agent
m

C C A agent agent	 agent
 agent
m
D C agent agent	 agent
 agent
Note that a coherent choice among a group of agents does not mean that
the whole community has adopted the same word There could be distinct
groups of agents that temporarily reach local coherence but for dierent asso
ciations Global coherence will only be reached in a wellstirred	 community

where there are enough encounters between the agents to result in a globally
coherent language
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